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"Part Henry M iller,
part Rimbaud, part
Whitman, part Joyce,
all swirled into the
'poor, rude clown' of
mad John Clare
resurrected and rampaging through the 'post- natal
slime' of the American South, Tim Earley (UM
visiting assistant professor of English) reinvents or
damn near obliterates the prose poem in .. . a book
of 'abundant strangeness' and originality, a teeming
cesspool of language like a 'disease that overspills."'
SCl,..ERY

- Jason Koo, director of Brooklyn Poets
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ric ~eber writes a compelling argument for
public engagement with philosophy. His
logic builds on John Dewey's argument in
"The Supreme Intellectual Obligation": that public
philosophy "must not be seen simply as a one-way
street from intellectuals to the masses bur, rather, as
the task of fostering the scientific auirude and
intellecmal habits of mind in all citizens."
Weber considers the impact on American lives
of the fai lure to educate students in ethics, rhe rise
of incivility in our culture, growing polarization of
the population, the "remoteness" of scholarship
from public discourse, and a loss of intellectual
guidance of public culture. Nor all philosophers
need to be publicly engaged thinkers, Weber writes,
bur many more ought co do so and co be encouraged
in that work.
"Scholars in university settings enjoy a special
privilege, as do some other fortunate writers and
thinkers in the field of journalism or in the think rank
world. We have, therefore, remarkable opportunities ro
contribute to public intellectual leadership."
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I ntroduction by Brad Warso n, Essay by Beth Ann
Fennelly, UM professor of English and director of
the MFA Program
"Maude Schuyler C lay is one of those rare
photographers wh o cap tures the simple, desolate
beaury of the Delta with the elegance of a Faulkner
phrase or classic blues lyric. "
-James Franco, actor

Foreword by Governor
William F. Winter

leadership applied

to

Philosophically informed
theory of democratic
Mississippi's challenges.

Dr. Weber discusses morality, law, and his
book at bit.ly/lMKvhOA.
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